### Description

**Bug # 29470:** Foreman won’t start on Rails 6 due to incompatible method call in rabl tem...

**Refactor # 29471:** Add Rails 6.0 deprecations to whitelist

**Refactor # 29472:** skip action_mailbox controllers in permissions test

**Refactor # 29473:** properly handle rails 6 invalid content type

**Refactor # 29474:** remove :on from save/update/create/destroy callbacks

**Refactor # 29621:** Switch default to Rails 6.0

**Refactor # 29673:** Upgrade to rails 6.0.2.2

**Refactor # 29676:** raise gem dependencies to Rails 6.0 compatible versions

**Related issues:**
- Related to Foreman - Tracker #21834: Rails 5.2 upgrade tasks
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #25693: Handle i18n 1.1 update
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #21203: Move from webpack-rails to webpacker
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #28571: move away from rails-controller-testing
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #23300: Do not use string interpolation when co...
- Related to Foreman - Feature #29250: Add PostgreSQLAdapter.create_unlogged_ta...
- Related to Discovery - Refactor #29482: Use update instead of update_attributes
- Related to OpenSCAP - Refactor #29485: Use update instead of update_attributes
- Related to Katello - Refactor #29486: Fix Rails/ActiveRecordAliases cop
- Related to Katello - Bug #29502: angular-rails-templates is not Rails 6 compa...
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #29520: Wrap sql in Arel.sql() where needed
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #29558: Use Rails 6 on Ruby >= 2.6
- Related to Discovery - Bug #29658: undefined local variable or method `implic...
- Related to Foreman - Feature #29991: Enable Zeitwerk autoload mode for Rails 6+
- Related to Foreman - Refactor #30030: Set config.action_dispatch.return_only_
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #7570: set secret_key_base for rails 6.0 upgrade
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #22152: upgrade record_tag_helper
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #23191: Using a dynamic :controller segment in ...
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #24838: set "Rails.application.config.active_re...
- Blocked by Foreman - Tracker #25601: Rails 5.2.4 tracker
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #23234: remove friendly_id <5.0 workarounds
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #27359: Update audited gem to 4.9.x
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #27956: Update deep_cloneable gem to 3.x
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #27990: Move away from turbolinks-classic
- Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #27998: Update minitest-spec-rails to 6.x
Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #27999: Update responders to 3.x  Closed
Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #28002: Drop Ruby 2.3 support in core  Closed
Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #28565: Don't use AR's association_scope  Closed
Blocks Foreman - Tracker #28570: Rails 6.1 Tracker  New
Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #28586: add application setting to use Rails 6.0  Closed
Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #28619: Stop using strip_heredoc  Closed
Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #28620: db:migrate fails with SQLite on Rails 6  Closed
Blocked by Foreman - Tracker #28633: Update GraphQL to work with Rails 6  Resolved
Blocked by Foreman - Refactor #29557: Adjust expected headers for filenames o...  Closed

History

#1 - 09/06/2018 08:09 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Tracker #21834: Rails 5.2 upgrade tasks added

#2 - 09/06/2018 08:10 PM - Anonymous
- Blocks Refactor #7570: set secret_key_base for rails 6.0 upgrade added

#3 - 09/06/2018 08:10 PM - Anonymous
- Blocks deleted (Refactor #7570: set secret_key_base for rails 6.0 upgrade)

#4 - 09/06/2018 08:10 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #7570: set secret_key_base for rails 6.0 upgrade added

#5 - 09/06/2018 08:11 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #22153: move away from rails-controller-testing added

#6 - 09/06/2018 08:12 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #22152: upgrade record_tag_helper added

#7 - 09/06/2018 08:12 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #23191: Using a dynamic :controller segment in a route is deprecated in Rails 6.0 added

#8 - 09/06/2018 08:13 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #23300: Do not use string interpolation when composing SQL queries. added

#9 - 09/06/2018 08:29 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #24838: set "Rails.application.config.active_record.sqlite3.represent_boolean_as_integer = true" and migrate everything added

#10 - 12/02/2018 03:18 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Tracker #25601: Rails 5.2.4 tracker added

#11 - 12/14/2018 04:16 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #25693: Handle i18n 1.1 update added

#12 - 03/19/2019 03:54 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #23234: remove friendly_id <5.0 workarounds added

#13 - 04/28/2019 08:32 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Bug #26414: Api error when querying LDAP users added

03/19/2022
#14 - 06/30/2019 04:02 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #21203: Move from webpack-rails to webpacker added

#15 - 07/19/2019 02:59 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Bug #27347: Pin audited gem to <4.9 added

#16 - 07/23/2019 07:56 AM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #27359: Update audited gem to 4.9.x added

#17 - 07/23/2019 07:57 AM - Anonymous
- Blocked by deleted (Bug #27347: Pin audited gem to <4.9)

#18 - 09/27/2019 04:22 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #27956: Update deep_cloneable gem to 3.x added

#19 - 10/02/2019 02:22 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #27990: Move away from turbolinks-classic added

#20 - 10/03/2019 03:41 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #27998: Update minitest-spec-rails to 6.x added

#21 - 10/03/2019 04:03 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #27999: Update responders to 3.x added

#22 - 10/04/2019 01:04 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #28002: Drop Ruby 2.3 support in core added

#23 - 11/12/2019 01:16 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by deleted (Bug #26414: Api error when querying LDAP users)

#24 - 11/24/2019 04:36 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Blocked by Refactor #28002: Drop Ruby 2.3 support in core added

#25 - 11/24/2019 04:36 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Related to deleted (Refactor #28002: Drop Ruby 2.3 support in core)

#26 - 12/24/2019 06:09 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #28585: Don't use AR's association_scope added

#27 - 12/25/2019 03:35 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by deleted (Refactor #22153: move away from rails-controller-testing)

#28 - 12/25/2019 03:35 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #22153: move away from rails-controller-testing added

#29 - 12/25/2019 03:37 PM - Anonymous
- Blocks Tracker #28570: Rails 6.1 Tracker added
#30 - 12/25/2019 03:39 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #28571: move away from record_tag_helper added

#31 - 12/25/2019 03:40 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by deleted (Refactor #23300: Do not use string interpolation when composing SQL queries.)

#32 - 12/25/2019 03:41 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #23300: Do not use string interpolation when composing SQL queries. added

#33 - 12/29/2019 05:58 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #28586: add application setting to use Rails 6.0 added

#34 - 01/02/2020 08:09 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #28619: Stop using strip_heredoc added

#35 - 01/02/2020 08:36 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #28620: db:migrate fails with SQLite on Rails 6 added

#36 - 01/03/2020 03:37 PM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Tracker #28633: Update GraphQL to work with Rails 6 added

#37 - 03/03/2020 11:24 AM - Lukas Zapletal
- Related to Feature #29250: Add PostgreSQLAdapter.create_unlogged_tables = true to test.rb added

#38 - 04/06/2020 07:12 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Related to Refactor #29482: Use update instead of update_attributes added

#39 - 04/06/2020 08:14 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #29485: Use update instead of update_attributes added

#40 - 04/06/2020 08:29 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #29486: Fix Rails/ActiveRecordAliases cop added

#41 - 04/07/2020 08:13 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Bug #29502: angular-rails-templates is not Rails 6 compatible added

#42 - 04/13/2020 03:27 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #29520: Wrap sql in Arel.sql() where needed added

#43 - 04/17/2020 10:33 AM - Anonymous
- Blocked by Refactor #29557: Adjust expected headers for filenames on Rails 6 added

#44 - 04/17/2020 10:34 AM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #29558: Use Rails 6 on Ruby >= 2.6 added

#45 - 04/29/2020 04:50 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Related to Bug #29658: undefined local variable or method `implicit_order_column' for DiscoveryRule.first.hosts.first added

#46 - 05/17/2020 01:59 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Fixed in Releases 2.1.0 added

#47 - 06/03/2020 07:27 AM - Lukas Zapletal
- Related to Feature #29991: Enable Zeitwerk autoload mode for Rails 6+ added

#48 - 06/05/2020 05:20 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #30030: Set config.action_dispatch.return_only_media_type_on_content_type = false added